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158 NOTICES OF BOOKS 

Stoics, it does not seem true of the Neo-Platonists. Mysticism may be distasteful to 
some idealists, though not to all,--Mr. Bradley himself has been called a mystic,-but 
there is much in Plotinus and Proclus which foreshadows, and indeed has contributed to, 
the idealism of to-day. 

J. H. S. 

Transition in the Attic Orators. By R. D. ELLIOTT. 8vo. Menasha, Wisconsin: 
The Collegiate Press, 1919. 

This book displays great diligence and accuracy and a love of detail for its own sake. 
Scholars especially interested in the technical criticism of ancient rhetoric will find some- 
thing of value in the discussion of the Major Parts of the Oration. The main body of the 
book consists of statistics arranged under an ingenious technological shorthand which 
would be more tolerable if the subject were of more importance or if the statistics issued 
in useful conclusions, as for instance, about the date of speeches. Transitions in Attic 
Orators are far more the instinctive tact of a clever speaker than the conscious application 
of highly complicated rules, and Mr. Elliot's method of analysis does less than justice to 
an artist like Lysias, 'il ne faut pas que le levier soit plus lourd que le fardeau.' There 
is a good deal to be learnt from this as from all careful and well-arranged work, but readers 
of it will do well to take a speech of Lysias after every chapter as a corrective. 

Primitive Time-Reckoning. A Study in the Origins and first Development of the 
Art of counting Time among the Primitive and Early Culture Peoples. By MRtTIN 
P. NrLssON. Pp. 324. Lund & Oxford: The Oxford University Press, 1920. 21s. 

The value of ethnology has long been recognised as a means of illuminating the problems 
of antiquity, and of indicating the true source and meaning of such primitive features as 
remain embedded in our own civilisation. It was with a view primarily to tracing the 
origin and pedigree of the ancient Greek calendrical system that Professor Nilsson under- 
took that intensive study of primitive methods of reckoning time, which is embodied in 
the present volume. He has ransacked ethnological literature and collected nearly all 
the available data relevant (as well as some that are not wholly relevant, e. g. star-lore) 
to his subject; these he quotes verbatim, and with full reference to his authorities. The 
work has, in fact, the character of an encyclopaedia. At first sight one might be excused 
for questioning the utility of multiplying examples illustrative of a single principle. 
Undoubtedly the author's argument would not suffer by excision and compression. On 
the other hand the book's very copiousness of detail makes it invaluable as a work of 
reference. Moreover, it is only by a comprehensive survey of this kind that fundamental 
principles are seen to emerge in clear perspective from a solid background of fact, and 
that the remarkable resemblance in mentality shown by the most diverse races in tackling 
similar problems becomes apparent. 

The author disclaims exhaustiveness; nevertheless his survey is so comprehensive 
as to make certain omissions the more noticeable. He himself points out the incomplete- 
ness of his data from northern Asia, which is due to the relevant publications being in 
Russian. But the omission of any reference to the remarkable calendrical systems of pre- 
Columbian Mexico and Peru, though no doubt intentional, is none the less regrettable. 
The ancient Mexican calendar is peculiarly interesting on account of its dualism, and it 
presents the unique features of having 20-day months, and cycles of 104 years regulated 
by the synodical revolutions of Venus. The Peruvian calendar, too, is of interest on 
account of the analogy it presents with that of ancient Egypt in having 12 months 
of 30 days each and an appendix of 5 odd days. Perhaps the author considered these 
systems too highly developed for inclusion under the present title. 

The actual contents of the volume may be briefly summarised. After an Introduction 
in which the general nature of the subject is explained, there are separate chapters dealing 
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